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Abstract
Representation of the world, like
the world itself, is the work of
men; they describe if from their
own point of view, which they confuse with the absolute truth.

Simone de Beauvoir

Alice’s Wonderland - a feminist approach to space, is
an architectural project that
addresses the burden unpaid
housework places on women,
told through the story of Alice
in Wonderland.
The research findings concludes that the responsibility
of unpaid housework both
today and historically have
been placed on women. This
have consequences for women’s ability to become political and economically independent. Thus halting the
progression towards gender
parity.
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The architectural proposal is
a residential project on
Sundholmsvej 59 in Amager
Vest. The project focuses on
housing for non-nuclear family types in shared apartment
typologies. Besides being
residential the project also
houses public commercial
functions for the surrounding
area.
All the functions and uses of
the building have been included to make the burden
of unpaid housework easier
through sharing the responsibility.
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What is “unpaid
housework”

Historically women took care of
domestic chores and because of
this, domestic work has been seen
as women’s responsibility for centuries. As we have slowly begun to
realise the economic value of domestic work we’ve started calling
it unpaid housework instead.
Unpaid house- and care-work is
defined as any work one does with
no monetary compensation.
Usually we talk about unpaid
house- and care-work in connection with domestic work.
Throughout the world women still
do the majority of this work.

As women have entered the paid
workforce, men haven’t taken
part in domestic work to the same
extend.
This means that women globally
use 3 to 6 hours on unpaid housework a day. While their male
counterparts only use 0,5-2 hours
on unpaid housework.(Tzvetkova,
Ortiz-Ospina 2017)

Help with homework

House reparations

Paying bills

Cleaning

Cooking

Gardening

Grocery shopping

Taking care of elders and
children

Child sick-day

Washing dishes

Taxi children around

Setting table

Doing laundry

Fig 1. Housework.
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History
Humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself, but as
relative to him; she is not regarded
as an autonomous being. [...] He
is the Subject, he is the Absolute she is the Other.

From the plough to the
Pill

er. In ancient Rome emperor Augustus emphasised this by making
adultery a crime only if committed
by a woman.
Women were suppose to bear children and not much else.

Before the plough, it was very
labour intensive to cultivate land.
Both women and men participated
in tending to the land and in harvesting. The plough was invented
to make life easier on the farm.
But the instrument was large,
heavy and hard to control, making
it difficult for women to use.
“In addition, the use of the plough
also leaves less need to weeding,
a task which is typically undertake by women and children.
Finally, plough-agriculture is less
compatible with child care than
hoe-agriculture. Child care is most
compatible with activities that do
not require intense concentration,
do not put the child in danger, and
can be stopped and resumed easily.”(Alesina, 2011)
Having nothing to do in the field,

In China women had their feet
bound causing them to suffer life
long disabilities and a very limited
mobility. Even if they had been
permitted to take part in politics
or social life, they wouldn’t have
been able to, because they could
not walk. (Deora, 2014)

The fight for women’s rights is diAt the birth of democracy women
vided in waves. First wave was the
were not considered to be human, right to vote and run for political
they were properties of men. They office. The second fought for social
had no rights and no political pow- and legal equality.
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Fig 2. Female Emancipation
in Denmark







Ester Boserup put forward a hypothesis that the shift to plough
cultivation in agriculture created a
division between female and male
work. This historic division persists today.

Female emancipation

Throughout history women were
(and still is by some people) considered less than men. Women
were “other” lesser humans. A notion that has haunted and prevented equal rights for women. The
history of the social oppression of
women is extensive and diverse.
Parts of it is so ingrained in our
cultures, we don’t even realise it is
oppressive.





Simone de Beauvoir

An emancipated woman is a
“woman free from old social
limitations and customs” (Merriam-Wbster)



The third wave sought to include
all classes, races, ethnicities, religions, and sexual orientations in
the former quiet white feminism.
They fought to get reproductive
rights, policies against sexual harassment, rights for sex work and
more.
Fourth wave feminism started
in an attempt to regain control
over women’s bodies and fight the
over-sexualisation and shame put
on female presenting bodies.
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women took to domestic chores.
Some of them becoming quiet seclusive, rarely leaving the house.
This “specialisation” in domestic
work turned the home into the
“natural” place for women. By
contrast, outside the home became seen as the “natural” place
for men.
Although this division is beginning to emerge, farmers were still
dependant on everyone working to
keep the farm running. Meaning
that women still held some equality to their husbands.
As we enter into the industrial
revolution women take another
hit. At the start of the revolution
factory work was primarily done
by women in textile mills and the
like. But over a 100 year period
they were entirely pushed out.
When the work is removed form
the house, women - and in particular married women - who are
stuck at home, become invisible.
(Deora, 2014)

Fig 3. Womens history

Among other inventions, the widespread access to contraceptives
in the late 20th century sparked
second-wave-feminism, and gave
women some control over their
bodies and lives. This in theory
gave women the chance to inter
society and be more or other than
housewifes. (Gerdeman, 2020)
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In no country in the world is the
amount of hours spent in unpaid
work by men equal to that spent
by women.
In many countries women still
do multiple-fold that of men on
these activities. This keeps women
from hours of paid work, making
women poorer and in some cases
dependent on men. (Perez, 2019)

Global situation
Gender equality gap today

World Economic Forum have stated four
objectives that countries should follow
to help close the gender gap:
1. Increase female labour force
broadly and in specific sectors.
2. Increase the number of women in
leadership position.
3. Closing the gaps in wage and remuneration.
4. Building parity in emerging
high-demand skills and jobs.

Globally the gender gap is 68%
closed in 2021. At this rate it will
take 135.6 years (best case) to close
the gender gap.
Across sub-indexes the index with
the highest inequality is political
empowerment, followed by economic participation and opportunity.
Educational Attainment and
Health and Survival have essentially been closed at respectivly
96,1% and 95,7%.(WEF)

Eastern Europe and Central Asia,
165.1 years in East Asia and the
Pacific, 142.4 years in Middle East
and North Africa, and 195.4 years
in South Asia.” (WEF, 7)

Fig.4.State of the gender gap today
Percentages of the gender gap closed in 2021



Across both the global north and
global south there is a negative
relationship between the amount
of hours a woman spends on unpaid housework and the economic
gender gap.

 



  



   




   
  





Fig 5. Global Gender Gap over time
How many years we need to close the gender gap following current trends(2021)
  





Economic Participation and Opportunity
Percentage of female workforce participation. Female representation in senior
managing and board roles. Income and
wage disparities.




Educational Attainment
Literacy levels and enrolment in primary,
secondary, and tertiary education.







“At the current relative pace, gender gaps can potentially be closed
in 52.1 years in Western Europe,
61.5 years in North America, and
68.9 years in Latin America and
the Caribbean. In all other regions
it will take over 100 years to close
the gender gap: 121.7 years in
Sub-Saharan Africa, 134.7 years in





World Economic Forum have since
2006 tracked the global gender
gap. They look at four subindexes
to determine the inequality; Economic participation and opportunity, Educational Attainment, Health
and survival, and Political empowerment.(WEF)

Health and Survival
Average health life expectancy and gender
differences at birth. Same healthcare
access as men.



Political Empowerment
The representation of women across parliament, ministers and heads of states.
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Local situation

The inequality can also be seen
in our build environment, which
in large part have been designed
by men and therefore rarely took
women into consideration.

Gender equality gap today
One of the biggest misconceptions
in Denmark is that we have gender
equality.
Back in the 60’s and 70’s we took
major strides towards gender
equality and we did more than
most other countries. But since
then very little have happened.
The idea that we are one of the
most equal countries in the world
is simply no longer true.
According to the Gender Gap Report
Denmark ranks no. 29 with a
gender gap that is 76.8% closed in
2021.



Unpaid housework means a lot
more commuting, commuting that
- due to zoning laws - is often scattered around the city. This means
that women often have a very
complex travel pattern with several stops. Yet public transportation
systems like trams and trains are
most often arranged in a way that
fits the simple travel pattern of A
to B. A pattern most common to
men.

and political equality is far from
reached.
To this day we are still shy of 40%
female politicians in the government. A percentage that has barely
changed since the 1980’ies.
And when it comes to economic
parity, we can pretend all we want
that we have equal pay but that
doesn’t make it true. There are
many small things at play, keeping
us in this imparity.
Maternity leave, lack of female
investments, and the fact that humans like to hire people that look
like themselves to name a few.

Femfinger-planen for Copenhagen
is a good example of this. While
the plan has many great features
like green belts, it seems to be
based on a male travel pattern.
And to this day it is still quiet
cumbersome to travel across the
fingers if you don’t have a car.

When it comes to health and education the gender gap has essentially been closed. Yet economic

Complex travel patterns benefit
from a more orthogonal public
transport systems. In cities like
Copenhagen that follow a radial
pattern this can be accommodated by adapting and adding bus
routes.











Fig 7. Zoning laws

      



      




Fig 8. Travel patterns

I have - like other female focused
projects such as Fraun-Werk-Stadt
(see appendix) - tried to accommodate the female travel pattern
by choosing a site in proximity to
several types of public transportation.

Fig 6. Economic Forum’s Gender Gap Report on Denmark.
Contrary to popular belief, Denmark is not as gender equal as we like to pretend. Our Nordic neighbours are all in the top
5 while we seen to drop down the list every year. From 2020 to 2021 we went from 14th to 29th.
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Male-bias is prevalent in all forms
of design - from footballs to cars to
medicine.
Most everyday items are design
from a default male perspective
and women - if ever considered - is
an afterthought at best.

In wealthy households, the kitchen is
greasy, smoky and busy, so it is placed
as far from the living areas as possible.
People working in the kitchen are not
seen in the rest of the house.

cies. (Perez, 2019)
Or female football players having
to play with male size footballs
meaning they have more serious
injuries in their career. (AHF, 2020)

The house is one big room with a
central hearth. Everyone cooks and all
indoor life is centred around the fire.

Below you can see a diagram
showing the span of size that encompasses 95% of humans. This
difference is quiet significant. Especially when talking about things
like seat-belts, life-preservers and
body armour. The failure to include female bodies in the design
of items meant to keep us alive is
literally killing women.

After World War 2, a surge in new
build-in appliances to make housework
easier and faster for women become
widespread. Kitchens grow in size again
to fit all the new appliances.

The 95th percentile male

The 5th percentile female

The Diﬀerence Between the 5th Percentile Female and the 95th Percentile Male

73,96 cm

36,95 cm

42,72 cm

154,56 cm
96,89 cm

27,37 cm

115,28 cm

152,78 cm

79,53 cm

30,76 cm
17,57 cm

50,91 cm

124,09 cm

39,88 cm

28,49 cm

31,53 cm

92,63 cm

121,34 cm

97,32 cm

76,96 cm

31,61 cm
52,42 cm

66,74 cm

47,63 cm

35,13 cm

54,44 cm
55,16 cm

47,40 cm

41,67 cm

61,57 cm

54,21 cm
44 cm

151,81 cm

132,77 cm

122,27 cm

68,46 cm
40,62 cm
23,78 cm

83,80 cm

174,29 cm

29,69 cm

106,34 cm

141,52 cm

65,16 cm

21,87 cm

37,65 cm

97,19 cm
64,63 cm

84,15 cm

41,47 cm

Fig 10. Drawing shows the difference in size between the 5th to 95th percentile.
As shown the size and build of humans varies a lot. To make truly inclusive design, designers and architects have to address this difference and think it
into their design solutions.
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Kitchens are still separate rooms hidden
away They are optimised to help one
person do the work more efficiently.

Fig 11. A short history of the kitchen
The kitchen has now returned to a central location in the house. It is yet again a place of gathering.
Giving the kitchen a central placement in the housing unit could help highlight the importance of housework, as much of
this is related to the kitchen. When the kitchen is central in the house, the housework become central to the family.
Having an open kitchen-living area plan also allow for parents to keep and eye on children while cooking, as well as staying
part of the conversation with other family/house members who are not cooking.

In terms of architecture it can be
as “little” as the pavement and
curbs of the city making it hard to
push a pram through the streets.
A door being just a bit to heavy to
comfortably open, or a floor plan
that places the kitchen in a secluded corner, out of sight (out of
mind).

62,06 cm

30,78 cm

In town houses the
kitchen is placed at the
back of the house with
direct access to back
yard. Here washing is
hung, and you could
have a small garden.
The kitchen is still
pretty smoky and busy.

Cooking and kitchen gear
becomes a status symbol and
kitchens open up to living and
dinning rooms to show off.
Kitchen islands become where
families and guests gather.

But we also experience it in other
more mundane, less deadly things
like the car navigation system not
registering female voice frequen-

56,89 cm

With the introduction of the chimney
the big room is divided in two. Cooking
only happens on one side.

agora (see more in appendix).
Yet it is still only recently, when
the kitchen became a way to
showcase wealth and status that
it regained a central role in our
homes.

The kitchen has been one of the
only “female” areas addressed
in architecture through time in
many differnet ways; the kitchenless apartments, the Frankfurter
kitchen and the kitchen of ParaxEmilie Enné Lykkegaard
2016066

Studio 3
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This could explain why Danish
women work part-time twice as
often as men.
When finding the information
for these graphs I stumbled over
the distinction between voluntary
and involuntary part-time work.
Involuntary part-time was defined
as someone who was part-time
because they couldn’t find a fulltime position.
This made me think about the cultural bias we have created where
it is expected that women reduce

 






A Norwegian study found that
even in highly educated couples
with gender equal ideals, the
women ended up putting her
career on pause or compromising
her ambitions once the couple
started a family. When asked, no
one really knew why this happened, other than it being the
cultural norm. (Halrynjo, Lyng)





It is not just the event of giving
birth and the following maternity
leave that puts women back. It is
also all the extra housework that
comes with having children.











































































For men it is linear their whole
lives.
For women it stand still when
they are having children/being
pregnant. Then it is circular in the
years where she takes care of her
child(ren) and once she is back
on the linear time-line again she
is years behind her male counterpart.

their paid work hours and ambition levels after they have children. Are all the women on parttime there voluntary or because
society expected it of them?



In our careers, time works differently for men and women.



    




 





 

























 





Fig. 13 Part-time







   


In Denmark women spend more
time on unpaid housework than
men. They also spend less hours
at work. With women being more
likely work part time,it shows that
Danish families generally fall into
traditional gender roles when it
comes to the division of house
work.
If we break down the number of
hours spend on household chores
we see that with the exception of
DIY and reparations on house and
garden, women spend more time
on all aspects of the house work.





male counterpart. If the couple
works the same amount of hours
she does 56% of all the household
work.
While the difference in housework
is significantly less today when
compared to before women were
really on the job market. There has
been no real change in the past
decade.

We can also see that this division only changes if the woman
is working more hours than her




 

Fig. 12 Career timeline
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“Mændene laver havearbejdet,
de vasker bilen, og så laver de
måske middag til gæsterne om
lørdagen...Kvinderne laver i
højere grad det, der skal gøres
på bestemte tidspunkter - at
hente børn om eftermiddagen
fra daginstitution, for eksempel.”
(Gøttsche,2019)


  
  



  

 

As Nina Smith said in the article
“Vi har afskaffet husmødre. Så hvorfor er det stadig kvinderne , der laver
medt arbejde i hjemmet?” Women
tend to take care of the tasks that
need to be done at certain times
- like picking up children from
daycare. Where men will do the
tasks that don’t have a time-frame
so they can do it when they find
the time.
Said differently, men rarely end
in a situation where the unpaid
housework gets in the way of their
paid work. Where as for women it
is a different story.
This distortion of workload starts
as early as childhood, where we
see more girls doing housework
than boys. We need to break with
the idea that housework is women
work. But a task that the whole
family helps with. (Gøttsche)



 



 










This is relevant as the main purpose of the project is to lessen the
burden of unpaid housework.
By placing the kitchen and living
room in a central part of living
units, the household tasks associated with kitchen and family
(children) become a central part
of the family life and something
everyone participates in rather
than a secluded task only done
by women. Sharing outdoor areas with the entire building also
allows for more people to take care
of the repairs and maintenance,
leaving more time to partake in
other household tasks.






























 

Fig. 15



Fig. 16

Fig. 14 Average time use.

Fig. 17
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Functions

Project Program

For the private spaces I’ve intended to lessen unpaid carework by
collective living. Here the kitchen
is the most central space. It is
With in the project I’ve intended to a shared space, thus the chores
collect some of the unpaid house- that surround the kitchen also bework tasks that normally incluse a come central and shared within
the apartments and households.
lot of travel time, such as doctors
visits and grocery shopping.
The private functions include;
shared courtyard with outdoor
The public functions include;
Grocery-store, take-out, book café, kitchen and play-areas, collective
apartments with sheared kitchen
bakery, beauty salon, apotheand living rooms and dorms with
cary, general practitioners office,
shared kitchen and living rooms.
dry-cleaners and a shared office
space.
The project include both public
and private spaces with a variety
of functions.

and rooftop for collective and
communal use.
The location of the project is central, close to public schools, public
transport, and kindergartens, in
order to ease time-sensitive housework tasks.
The project has different living
The project is a residential buildtypologies to accommodate more
ing with a commercial ground
floor, alternative apartments typol- diversity, the goal being that the
users can move within the project
ogies that support and promotes
equality in housework, a courtyard when their spatial needs change.
While a real and lasting change
in these patterns needs political
and systemic change. I want to
try and tackle the burden of unpaid housework in our residential
architecture.








 


  




  

 
  


 



 

 





 
 



 


 


 


 




Fig. 18 Intention and function diagram
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Users







  
   
   

  


The project has both public and
private users.
The public users are the dwellers
in the surrounding apartment
blocks and inhabitants of Amager
Vest.
The private users are the households that live in the apartments.
I’ve focused the project and design
around non nuclear families.
Alternative family types are on the
rise (Mehlsen, 2019) and they don’t
necessarily have the same spatial
needs as nuclear families, and
could benefit from shared living.
The alternative family types I’ve
focused on are Couples without
children, singles, single parents and
step.families.
Within each shared apartment
there will be a variety of adults
and children in many differnt age
groups. The private bedrooms
have a degree of flexibility to accommodate this, but it is also the
idea that families can swap rooms
when their needs change.
Couple without children

Single




Single-parent w. children living at
home




 

 
  
 


  
 


  
  

Fig. 20. Diverse Family Types.
Denmark recognizes 37 different family types( Østrup, 2016) which are all present in the diagram, I have however intended illustrate the wast diversity
there can be within these types. The diagram only includes family types with children, but of cause there are family types without and they are just as
valid. However since children add a number of extra unpaid housework chores to a family, the focus of this diagram was on family types with children.

Step-families w. children

Fig. 19 Family types
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Site
My project and program have
some requirements of the site.
Those being proximity to public
transport system and public school.



The site was chosen based on
mappings and analysis of proximity to public schools, public transport and shopping possibilitis, as
shown on the next pages.













Besides this diversity has been
important to the project and Copenhagen has more diversity than
the country average. (Københavns
kommune, 2020)





 



 



  







 































 




 

 
 

  





Fig 21. Ethnicity diagrams from Status på København 2020
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Fig 22. Income and age map
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Public schools

If children are able to walk to and
from school on their own, their
mothers(parents) would be more
flexible in terms of time. This
could give them the freedom to
stay later at work, helping them
progress in their career.
On the map, all public schools are
marked as dark green. The circle
around them marking a 400 meter
radius from the school.
The map also marks supermarkets
and kindergartens.
The focus is on schools as they are
static. Including a kindergarten or
grocery store in the project would
be possible if needed. I’ve mapped
them to get a better understanding
of the facilities around the city
and to qualify what is needed in
my project.








   

Fig 23.Public Schools
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Public transport

Women are less likely than men
to have access to a car. Therefore
they are more dependent on public transportation.(DTU)
This map shows train stations,
Metro stations and bus-stops. For
each type of transportation there
is a circle marking different distances to the transportation method based on how far I think my
users could be asked to walk.
For the bus it is a 200 meter radius.
For the metro it is a 800 meter
radius
For the train it is a 1000 meter
radius.
In order to have the best flexibility and connection to the rest of
the city, to accomodate women’s
complex transport pattern the site
intersects at least two different
public transportation systems.






 


Fig 24.Public Transport
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Area of interest














From the previous mappings,
places of interest have been established. The area had to be within
the radius from at least two kinds
of public transport and at least
one public school.



The areas of interest that were
then later visited and investigated
on a study trip are;
Østerport, Frederiksberg, Nørrebro and Amager (Amager bro).
On my study trip to Copenhagen I
walked the selected areas of intrest
to locate an empty site that could
accomodate new housing typologies.

Fig 25.Areas of interest
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Sundholmsvej 59


The site I chose is Sundholmsvej
59 in Amager vest.
Sundholmskvarteret have a history
of being an industrial part of town
as well as having housed psychiatric facilities.
My site in particular have been
part of Amagers iron production
and later a gas station.
On the site there is one preserved
apartment building from when
the site was part of the iron production. The apartment is technically on a separate lot and I’ll not
change this building but design
around it.










































Once the site had been chosen
I mapped out the public shools,
kindergratens, public transport
routs, supermarkets, doctors offices and parks. I did this in order to
find out how far a mother/parent
would have to travel in order to
complete some of the daily unpaid
housework tasks and if there were
any way the program in my building could make any of them easier.
The immediate context is mostly
residential a part from the water
plant across the street. The area
has a mix of apartment buildings,
semi-detached, and detached
houses.


































 



   
 
 
 
 
 
   





  

     

Fig 26. Context map
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Context and Conditions

The site faces two streets,
Sundholmsvej which is a
rather big street with both
car, truck and bike traffic.
Amagerfællede School and
Det Røde Hjørne (kindergarten) is on the opposite site of
Sundholmsvej but the school
has traffic patrol in the morning.
Kornblomstvej is a quiet residential street with parking
space along the pavement.
There is a “bemandet legeplads”, a basket-ball court and
football goals for public use
on Kornblomstvej. (Pictures
of the site can be found in the
appendix.)
Currently the empty site
gets quiet a lot of sunlight as
the water plant across sundholmsvej and the building
next to the site are no more
than two stories.

In order to cut the traffic
noise from Sundholmsvej it
would be benefitial to build
higher towards the streets.
This however means the
building will create some
shadow in the courtyard and
few of the windows can be
south facing.
To accommodate this I’ve
worked with central staircases in transparent materials
that can bring more light into
the living areas. These shared
living areas also run through
the depth of the building
giving them windows on both
sides, where as the bedrooms
will only have windows on
one side. Thus nudging the
users to spend more time in
the shared areas.

March 20 2021.

June 21 2021.

September 22 2021.

December 22 2021.

Fig 27. Sun studies. The three different shadows indicate different times of day. Beige: 9 AM Pink: 12 Noon Green: 3PM
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As mentioned the site used to
house a gas station which has contaminated the site.
When dealing with contaminated
sites the most commonly used
method is to dig up the contaminated soil and clean it at an offsite facility usually by heating it.
(Olsen, 2021) This requires heavy
machinery on the site and there is
no use of the site while the soil is
being cleaned.

Contaminated soil and sunflowers

Fig 28. Phyroremediator decontamination

the soil around them. The plant
store these toxins in its own cells.
This method is more time consuming, normally between 5 and 50
years (Olsen, 2021). But it requires
less heavy machinery and it adds
aesthetic value to the site while it
is being decontaminated.

Along with the sunflowers a number of greenhouses and sheds
could be placed on the site in
order to maintain the sunflowers,
I propose to plant a sunflower field but could also be used as pop-up
instead.
shops ect. to engage the commuSunflowers are phytoremediators, nity in the site even before the
meaning they absorb the toxins in building is up
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Concept
Fig 29. Wonderland

To sum up, this report has shown
the history of gender inequality,
the current status and some of the
systemic ingrained ways this inequality is prevalent in our society.
As mentioned the program of the
project is to collect, organise and
centralise daily household tasks
under one roof, so women gain
more flexibility.
Household tasks within the home
become shared and central to family life, and task normally found
outside the home are easily and
quickly accessible, thus commuting time and complexity is greatly
reduced.
When sharing housework tasks
and responsibilities all adults
within the households get greater
control over their time.
Time that now could be spend on
work or political engagement, thus
closing more of the gender gap.

The concept of the project has
since the beginning been to solve
this program with the use of Lewis
Caroll’s Alice in Wonderland.
The story has both helped me
illustrate gender inequalities, and
acted as the base structure of the
story of the project.
It has also been a driver in the
design. How does Alice move
through and adapt to Wonderland?
How would Alice move through,
use and adapt my project?
Choosing Alice in Wonderland
created an obvious focus on time,
scale and a level of curiosity and
wonder that hopefully is visible in
the architecture of the final proposal.

Fig 30. Concept collage
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Project
Intent
Public ground floor

Collective apartments

Private space

Private space

Private space
Laundromat
Apothecary

Supermarket
Hair salon

Book Café
Take-out

Shared space
Bakery
Co-working space
Doctors Office

Dorm rooms

Shared space

Vertical circulation

Communial courtyard

Private space

Shared space

Private space
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Meeting the building
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Plans
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Down the Rabbit hole
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Translucent circulation
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Alice’s Wonderland
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1. Site seen from Sundholmsvej

2. Site seen from Kornblomstvej

3. Site along Sundholmsvej looking at the existing building

4.Back of site and existing building seen from pedestrian
walkway.

5-6. Street and back facades of the existing building on site.

6. Back of site and existing building seen from across Kornblomstvej.
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Context
15. Neighbouring building on Sundholmsvej. This building
is like the apartmentbuilding on the site heritage protected.
Used to be part of the iron production in Sundholmskvarteret.

16. Kindergarten across Sundholmsvej

7,8,9. Some of the neighbouring buildings on Kornblomstvej. The area is mostly red brick apartment buildings.

17. Water-plant across Sundholmsvej
10,11. Apartmentblocks behind the site between Kornblomstvej and Telemarksvej

12. “Bemandet Legeplads” Playground on Kornblomstvej
with student accommodation in building behind the
playground.

13. Neighbourhood basketball court on
Kornblomstvej.
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19. Laundromat on
Sundholmsvej

14. Pedestrian walkway between Kornblomst vej and Telemarksgade.
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Reference projects
20, 21, 22. The site context is mostly red brick apartments, but there are also semi-detached and detached houses. Here are just a few to indicate the diversity in the area.

I’ve looked at a number of references and cases of different ways
to design for women or other minorities formal as well as informal.

23. The former psychiatric institution on Sundholmsvej.

24. Amager Fælled school on Sundholmsvej.

Gender sensitive planning
In “Manual for Gender Mainstreaming in Urban Planning and
Urban Development” four basic
principles are set up for designers
and planners to follow, in order
to increase the gender equality in
cities. They are as follows;
1 “city of short distances”
2. Multiple choices of space and
flexibility in use of space.
3. Ability to move safely through
the neigbourhood at all times of
the day.
4. Patricipation of users in the
planning.

25.Amagerbrogade.
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Fraunwerk Stadt

Heimhof Einküchenhaus/ Apartment hotels

An apartment complex in Austria
that was design for and round
womens needs.
The project has a central kitchen
in all apartments, flexible floor
plans, a closed courtyard, glass
stairwells for added visibility and a
parking garage you can only access from within the complex.
It is located close to public school,
public transport and grocery
stores.

Early example of housing trying
to make life easier for women
by adding a central kitchen and
dining area, communal laundry
facilities and a nursery.
This housing type was implemented in most major cities in Europe
until the 1950. In the USA was a
similar concept with the apartment hotels. This type of housing
was especially popular among
young single working women and
single mothers.

Türkis Rosa Lila Villa

Favela

A safe space for LGBTQ+. The
facade is fun and colourful. It is
not trying to hid away, but rather
bringing more attention to itself
with the bright colours. That way
making it impossible to ignore.
The house offers facilitates for
temporary stays with a shared
kitchen ect.

In the informal settlements the
community looks after children
as a collective, and the informal
workspace means women don’t
have to travel far to earn a living.
Women in favelas often live several generations together helping
each other with the everyday
chores

Frankfurt Kitchen

The kitchen of Praxagora

One of the most famous optimisations of the kitchen. The Frankfurt
kitchen was designed to make the
takes of cooking and cleaning as
easy and smooth for the women
as possible. While the kitchen still
upheld the idea that the kitchen
was a female domain, the design
did help cut down the time spend
in the kitchen.

An art installation highlighting that we are connected in a
mundane everyday activity like
cooking, even if the activity is not
communal.
By bringing the kitchen, traditionally a space for women the project
also places focus on the importance of the domestic.
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